Abstract-A wireless video communication system can be designed based on the rate-distortion (R-D) criterion, i.e., minimizing the end-to-end distortion (which includes quantization distortion and transmission distortion) subject to the transmission bit-rate constraint. The minimization can be achieved by adjusting the source encoding parameters and channel encoding parameters. This rate-distortion optimization (RDO) is usually done for each video frame individually in a real-time video communication system, e.g., video calls or videoconferencing. To achieve this, an accurate bit-rate model and distortion model for each frame can be used to reduce the RDO complexity. In this paper, we derive a source bit-rate model and quantization distortion model; we also improve the performance bound for channel coding under a convolutional code and a Viterbi decoder, and derive its performance bound under a Rayleigh block fading channel. Given the instantaneous channel condition, e.g., signal-to-noise ratio and transmission bit-rate constraint, we design an R-D optimized cross-layer rate control (CLRC) algorithm by jointly choosing quantization step size in source coding and code rate in channel coding. Experimental results show that our proposed R-D models are more accurate than the existing R-D models. Experimental results also showed that the rate control under our models has more stable R-D performance than the existing rate control algorithms; using the channel estimation, CLRC can further achieve remarkable R-D performance gain over that without channel estimation. Another important result is that the subjective quality of our CLRC algorithm is much better than the existing algorithms due to its intelligent reference frame selection.
I. Introduction
U NDER THE prevalence of 3G/4G network and smart phones nowadays, real-time mobile video applications, e.g., videophone calls, are becoming more and more popular. However, transmitting video over mobile phone with good quality is particularly challenging since the mobile channels are subject to multipath fading, and therefore the channel condition may change from frame to frame. Given the instantaneous channel condition, e.g., signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and transmission bit-rate, the minimum end-to-end distortion under the transmission bit-rate constraint can be achieved by optimally allocating the transmission bit-rate between source bit-rate and redundant bit-rate incurred by channel coding. In a practical wireless video communication system, this can be achieved by jointly adjusting the source encoding parameters, e.g, quantization step size, in the video encoder, and channel encoding parameters, e.g., code rate, in the channel encoder.
Since both the video statistics and channel condition vary with time, we need to adapt these parameters for each frame in realtime video encoding and packet transmission. Therefore, we need to estimate the bit-rate and distortion for each possible combination of parameters before encoding each frame. As a result, accurate bit-rate model and distortion model will be very helpful to achieve the minimum end-to-end distortion with low complexity. Many works were intended to address this problem in the past. While most of them derive the end-to-end distortion as functions of bit-rate and packet error rate (PER) [1] , [2] , others use operational rate-distortion (R-D) functions [3] . The analytical models are more desirable since it is very difficult for the video encoder to get all operational functions for different video statistics and channel conditions before actual encoding. However, the existing analytical models are still not accurate enough to accommodate the time-varying channel condition. On the contrary, to obtain tractable formulae in those analytical models [1] , [2] , all the authors assume that specific block codes, i.e., Reed-Solomon codes, are adopted as the forward error correction (FEC) scheme. Based on that FEC scheme, the distortion is derived as a function of code rate in channel coding and bit error rate. However, this assumption has two limitations.
1) Most up-to-date video communication systems use rate compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes or more advanced codes, e.g., turbo codes, for physical layer channel coding due to their flexible choice of code rate without the need of changing the channel encoder structure. 2) In the cross-layer optimization problem, allocating source bit-rate and redundant bit-rate subject to a bit error rate constraint achieves poorer performance than allocating source bit-rate and redundant bit-rate subject to the given instantaneous channel condition, e.g., SNR and transmission bit-rate. In this paper, we aim to solve the cross-layer optimization problem by deriving more accurate bit-rate model and end-to-1051-8215/$26.00 c 2011 IEEE end distortion model, which consists of two parts, i.e., quantization distortion model and transmission distortion model.
Many bit-rate models have been developed in existing literature. Most existing works derive residual bit-rate as a function of video statistics and quantization step size [4] - [7] , while others model it as a function of video statistics and other parameters such as parameter ρ [8] . In [6] and [8] , the residual bit-rate models include some model parameters which can only be estimated from previous frames. However, in theory, the residual bit-rate of instantaneous frame should be independent of previous frames given instantaneous residual histogram and quantization step size. In addition, the estimation error of those model parameters may have a significant impact on the model accuracy, which can be observed in the H.264/AVC JM reference software [9] and will be explained in detail in the experimental section of this paper. In [7] , [10] , and [11] , the residual bit-rate models are functions of only quantization step size and instantaneous residual statistics, e.g., variance. However, they share some limitations: 1) the assumed residual probability distribution, e.g., Laplacian distribution, may deviate significantly from the true histogram; 2) the implicit assumption of all transform coefficients being identically distributed is not valid since different coefficients show different variances as shown in our experiment.
In this paper, we improve the bit-rate model by considering the characteristics of different variances of different coefficients. We also compensate the mismatch between the true histogram and the assumed Laplacian distribution in bit-rate models by utilizing the deviation of estimation in previous frames. Experimental results show that our method achieves a more accurate estimate of bit-rate compared to existing models. Quantization distortion is caused by quantization error under lossy source coding and it has been extensively explored since the seminal work of Shannon's R-D theory first proposed in [12] and later proved in [13] . The quantization distortion are studied either as a function of bit-rate and the source probability distribution, e.g., the classical R-D function for Gaussian source [14] , [15] , or as a function of the number of quantization levels and the source probability distribution given a certain quantizer, e.g., uniform scaler quantizer for Gaussian source [16] . In the case of memoryless Gaussian sources, uniform quantizers achieve entropies that exceed the R-D function by approximately 0.25 bits/sample at relatively high rates [17] . In [18] , the performance of optimum quantizers for a wide class of memoryless non-Gaussian sources is investigated, and it is shown that uniform quantizers perform as effectively as optimum quantizers. For this reason, a uniform quantizer is usually adopted in a practical video encoder, e.g., H.264 [19] . For a uniform quantizer, the quantization distortion have been derived as a function of quantization step size and video frame statistics [6] - [8] , [10] . Although these quantization distortion models have achieved quite accurate result, there is still room for improvement due to the source distribution model inaccuracy. In this paper, we improve the accuracy of estimating quantization distortion by compensating the mismatch between the true histogram and the assumed distribution in quantization distortion models [7] , [10] . Experimental results show that our quantization distortion model is more accurate than the existing models.
Transmission distortion is caused by transmission error under error-prone channels. Predicting transmission distortion at the transmitter poses a great challenge due to the spatiotemporal correlation inside the input video sequence, the nonlinearity of video codec, and varying packet error probability (PEP) in time-varying channels. The existing transmission distortion models can be categorized into the following three classes: 1) pixel-level or block-level models (applied to prediction mode selection) [20] , [21] ; 2) frame-level or packetlevel or slice-level models (applied to cross-layer encoding rate control) [1] , [2] , [22] ; and 3) group of picture (GOP)-level or sequence-level models (applied to packet scheduling) [23] , [24] . Although different transmission distortion models work at different levels, they share some common properties, which come from the inherent characteristics of wireless video communication system, i.e., spatio-temporal correlation, nonlinear codec, and time-varying channel. However, none of these existing works analyzed the effect of nonlinear clipping noise on the transmission distortion, and therefore cannot provide accurate transmission distortion estimation. In [25] , we analytically derive, for the first time, the transmission distortion formula as a closed-form function of PEP, video frame statistics, and system parameters, and then in [26] , we design the RMPC 1 algorithm to predict the transmission distortion with low complexity and high accuracy. In this paper, we will further derive PEP and transmission distortion as functions of SNR, transmission rate, and code rate for cross-layer optimization.
Channel coding can be considered as the embedding of signal constellation points in a higher dimensional signaling space than is needed for communications. By mapping to a higher dimensional space, the distance between points increases, which provides better error correction and detection performance [27] . In general, the performance of soft-decision decoding is about 2-3 dB better than hard-decision decoding [27] . Since convolutional decoders have efficient softdecision decoding algorithms, such as Viterbi algorithm [28] , we choose convolutional codes for physical layer channel coding in this paper. 2 In addition, RCPC codes can adaptively change the code rate without changing the encoder structure, which makes convolutional codes an appropriate method in real-time video communication over wireless fading channels. In this paper, we improve the performance bound of convolutional codes by adding a threshold for low SNR case, and extend it to support a more flexible SNR threshold for transmitters with channel estimation. For transmitters without channel estimation, we also derive the expected PEP as a simple function of convolutional encoder structure and channel condition under Rayleigh block fading channel.
Given the bit-rate function, quantization distortion function, and transmission distortion function, minimizing end-to-end distortion becomes an optimization problem under the transmission bit-rate constraint. In this paper, we also apply our bit-rate model, quantization distortion model, and transmission distortion model to cross-layer rate control (CLRC) with ratedistortion optimization (RDO). Due to the discrete characteristics and the possibility of non-convexity of distortion function [29] , the traditional Lagrange multiplier solution for continuous convex function optimization is infeasible in a video communication system. The discrete version of Lagrangian optimization is first introduced in [30] , and then first used in a source coding application in [29] . Due to its simplicity and effectiveness, this optimization method is de facto adopted by the practical video codec, e.g., H.264 reference code JM [9] . In this paper, we will use the same method to solve our optimization problem.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows: 1) we derive a source bit-rate model and quantization distortion model, which are more accurate than the existing models; 2) we improve the performance bound for channel coding with a RCPC encoder and a Viterbi decoder, and derive its performance under Rayleigh block fading channel; 3) with PEP function, the transmission distortion can be expressed as a function of instantaneous video frame statistics, system parameters, and channel conditions; 4) we design a R-D optimized CLRC algorithm by jointly choosing quantization step size in source coding and code rate in channel coding based on the given instantaneous channel condition, e.g., SNR and transmission bit-rate. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe our system model and formulate the cross-layer optimization problem. In Section III, we derive our bit-rate model, quantization distortion model, and transmission distortion model. In Section IV, we propose a practical CLRC algorithm to achieve minimum end-to-end distortion under the given SNR and transmission bit-rate. Section V shows the experimental results, which demonstrates both the higher accuracy of our models and the better performance of our algorithm over existing algorithms. Section VI concludes this paper. Fig. 1 shows the structure of a typical wireless video communication system. Note that in this system, the channel is an application-layer channel, which includes entropy coding, channel coding, modulation, and a radio channel as shown in Fig. 2 , where R s is the output rate of the entropy encoder, R c is the code rate of the channel encoder, and R t is the output rate of the channel encoder.
II. System Description and Problem Formulation
The general RDO problem in a wireless video communication system can be formulated as
(1) Fig. 1 . System structure, where T, Q, Q −1 , and T −1 denote transform, quantization, inverse quantization, and inverse transform, respectively. where D k ETE is the end-to-end distortion of the kth frame, R k t is the bit-rate for transmitting the kth frame, and R k con is the bit-rate constraint for the kth frame, which depends on the channel condition.
From the definition, we have
where V k is the set of pixels in the kth frame, f k u is the original pixel value for pixel u in the kth frame, and f k u is the reconstructed pixel value for the corresponding pixel at the decoder.
Define quantization error as f 
where
2 ], and D k T is 3 In the rate control algorithm design, quantization offset is often fixed.
called frame-level transmission distortion (FTD) and defined
. In a typical video codec, the spatial correlation and temporal correlation are first removed/reduced by intra prediction and inter prediction. Then the residual is transformed and quantized. Given the uniform quantizer, D (1) can be solved by finding the best parameter pair {Q k , R k c }. In other words, the problem in (1) is equivalent to (4) where N k is the total number of packets that contain the bits of the kth frame and i is the packet index. In summary, our problem in (4) is "given the system structure φ III. Derivation of Bit-Rate Function, Quantization Distortion Function, and Transmission Distortion Function In this section, we derive the source rate function
A. Derivation of Source Coding Bit-Rate Function

1) Source Coding Bit-Rate Estimation for the H.264 Encoder:
For a hybrid video coder with block-based coding scheme, e.g., H.264 encoder, the encoded bit-rate R s consists of residual bits R resi , motion information bits R mv , prediction mode bits R mode , and syntax bits R syntax , that is
where N resolution is the normalized video resolution considering color components and N fps denotes the number of frames per second (fps [7] , [10] , [11] to estimate a more accurate Q for a given bit-rate in rate control. In this paper, we follow the same assumption from [7] , [10] , and [11] that the residual follows a Laplacian distribution. It is noted that some other distributions are proposed for estimating the true residual histogram, e.g., Cachy distribution [31] , [32] and generalized Gaussian distribution [33] , [34] . The authors in [35] also claimed that the luminance and chrominance sources should be separately modeled. However, in all of them, the transform coefficients are assumed independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Based on our analysis of Laplacian distribution, the extension to other distributions is straightforward.
2
) Entropy of Quantized Transform Coefficients for i.i.d. Zero-Mean Laplacian Source Under Uniform Quantizer:
Following the similar deriving process as in [7] , [10] , and [11] , it is easy to prove that for i.i.d. zero-mean Laplacian source under uniform quantizer with quantization step size Q and quantization offset θ 2 , the entropy of quantized transform coefficients is (6) where
Q is the quantization step size, σ is the standard deviation of the Laplacian distribution, θ 2 is the quantization offset, and
is the probability of quantized transform coefficient being zero. Equation (6) is proved in Appendix A.
3) Improvement by Considering Different Variances of Different Coefficients: In a video encoder, the transform coefficients are actually not i.i.d. [36] , [37] . Although we may assume the discrete cosine transform or integer transform [19] highly de-correlates the correlation among neighboring pixels, different transform coefficients have very different variances. For example, in a 4 × 4 integer transform, the 16 coefficients show a decreasing variance in the well-known zigzag scan order as used in H.264. As a result, the coefficients of higher frequency have higher probability of being zeroes after quantization. On the other hand, the coefficients of lower frequency have larger variances after quantization. From information theory, we know the concavity of entropy, i.e., entropy is a concave function of the distribution [14, Theorem 2.7.3]. Therefore, characterizing different coefficients with the same variance as in [7] , [10] , and [11] will overestimate the joint entropy of the transform coefficients. Hence, different coefficients should be modeled by random variables of different variances.
To derive the joint entropy for 16 coefficients with different variances, we need to model the variance relationship among those 16 coefficients. Having done extensive experiments, we Fig. 3 and the online table, 5 we see this variance model is much more accurate than the i.i.d. assumption. However, we also notice that in intra modes the true σ 2 (0,0) is much larger than estimated σ 2 (0,0) by (28) . After careful analysis, we find that this is due to the high correlation among all coefficients in intra prediction modes. The more accurate variance model for intra modes will be investigated in our future work.
With (28), the estimated joint entropy of 16 non-identical transform coefficients by considering the different variances of different coefficients is
where H (x,y) is the entropy for coefficient position (x, y), and can be calculated by (28) , (7), and (6) with their own σ 4) Practical Consideration of Laplacian Assumption: Statistically speaking, (9) is only valid for sufficiently large sample sizes. When there are not enough samples or the sample variance is very small, e.g., Q > 3σ, the Laplacian assumption for individual coefficients is not accurate. In such cases, we may use average variance in (6) as the estimate instead of (9) , that is H k = estimate by (9) with {σ 2 (x,y) }, Q≤ 3σ estimate by (6) with average σ 2 , otherwise.
We will see in Section V that (10) provides more accurate estimation of bit-rate than using the same variance for all coefficients.
5) Improvement Under the Consideration of Model Inaccuracy:
The assumed residual probability distribution, e.g., Laplacian distribution, may deviate significantly from the true histogram especially when the number of samples are not sufficient. Therefore, we need to compensate the mismatch between the true residual histogram and assumed Laplacian distribution to obtain a better estimate. Denote H l as the entropy for the case with a Laplacian distribution, H t as the true rate of residual, and ν = H l H t . In a video sequence, the changes of residual statistics and quantization step size between adjacent frames have almost the same effect on H l and H t . Therefore, we may use the previous frame statistics to compensate the estimated result from (10) . Assume ν k = ν k−1 . As a result, (10) can be further compensated aŝ
Although very simple, (9) and (11) significantly improve the estimation accuracy of residual entropy as shown in Section V-A.
B. Derivation of Quantization Distortion Function
In this section, we improve the accuracy of estimating quantization distortion by utilizing the same techniques in Section III-A. In [7] and [10] , the authors derive the distortion for zero-mean Laplacian residual distribution under uniform quantizer as
.
(12) Since the coefficients after transform is not identical in distribution, we need to derive the overall quantization distortion function by considering each coefficient individually. Using the variance relationship among coefficients in (8), we have
where D (x,y) is the distortion for coefficient position (x, y), and can be calculated by (28) , (7), and (12) with their own σ 2 (x,y) and θ 1(x,y) . When there are not enough samples or the sample variance is very small, e.g., Q > 3σ, the Laplacian assumption for individual coefficients is not accurate. In such cases, we may use average variance in (12) as the estimate instead of (13) 
where D k Q is calculated from (14) . Using (13) and (15) significantly improve the estimation accuracy of quantization distortion as shown in Section V-A.
C. Derivation of Transmission Distortion Function
In this section, we derive the FTD as a function of SNR, transmission rate, and code rate.
1) Transmission Distortion as a Function of PEP:
In [25] , we derived the FTD formula under single-reference motion compensation and no slice data partitioning as
whereP k is the weighted average PEP of all packets in the kth frame, ε k is the residual concealment error, ξ k is the MV concealment error, and β k is the percentage of encoded intra macroblocks in the kth frame; both the propagation factor α k and the correlation ratio λ k depend on video statistics, channel condition, and codec structure, and are therefore called system parameters. D k−1 is the transmission distortion of the k − 1 frame, which can be iteratively calculated by (16) . P k is defined asP
is the number of pixels contained in the ith packet of the kth frame, P k i is the PEP of the ith packet of the kth frame, and N k is the total number of packets of the kth frame. The other video frame statistics and system parameters can be easily estimated as described in [26] . We will describe how to estimate PEP in the following sections.
) PEP as a Function of SNR, Transmission Rate, and Code Rate in a Fading
Channel: Below, we analyze the conditional PEP for convolution coding scheme under wireless fading channel, given SNR. Since convolutional codes are linear codes, the probability of error can be obtained by assuming that the all-zero sequence is transmitted, and determining the probability that the decoder decides in favor of a different sequence [27] . The probability of mistaking the true transmitted sequence for a sequence, which is Hamming distance d away, is called pairwise error probability, and denoted as P 2 (d). With soft decision, if the coded symbols produced by the convolutional encoder are sent over an additive white Gaussian noise channel using coherent binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation with SNR γ, then it can be shown that [16] 
Before calculating the PEP, we need to analyze the first error probability, which is defined as the probability that another path that merges with the all-zero path at a given node has a metric that exceeds the metric of the all-zero path for the first time [16] . According to the definition, the first error probability can be approximated by its upper bound, i.e., the probability of mistaking the all-zero path for another path through the trellis, as
where W d is the number of codewords with weight d, d free is the free distance of the specific convolutional code, and d max is the maximum distance between the transmitted sequence and decoded sequence. 6 As a result, the PEP for a block of L decoded bits and for a given SNR can be upper-bounded as [40] and [41] 
However, both upper bounds in (18) and (19) are tight only when γ is large. When γ is small such as in a fading channel, the resulting bound may be much larger than 1, i.e., L · P fe (γ)
1. From our experimental results, we find that PEP(γ) follows waterfall shape when γ increases, i.e., there exist a threshold γ th such that, when γ > γ th , the bound is quite tight, and when γ < γ th , the bound becomes very loose and exceeds 1 quickly. Therefore, we improve the performance bound by using the formula as follows: (20) are functions of R c in RCPC. Equation (20) is quite accurate as shown in Fig. 6 , where PEP th = 1
Note that a change in the modulation and demodulation technique used to transmit the coded information sequence affects only the computation of P 2 (d) [16] . Therefore, (20) is general for any modulation scheme. In a real-time video communication system, if the estimated PEP(γ) is larger than a threshold value, i.e., PEP(γ) > PEP th , transmitter may discard this packet instead of transmitting it. 7 The benefit of doing this is threefold.
1) If PEP(γ)
is large, it is a waste of energy and time to transmit the packet; therefore, using (20) saves transmission energy. 2) In CLRC, since video encoder has the knowledge of channel condition, video encoder will skip encoding current frame when the channel gain is very low, which saves the encoding energy. 3) If the current frame is skipped, the video encoder may intelligently choose previous encoded frames, except the current frame, as references for encoding the following frames, which highly reduces the reference error propagation. The details of intelligent reference frame selection will be discussed in Section V-B3. Equation (20) is derived under the condition that γ is known at the transmitter with channel estimation. In some wireless system, γ is unknown by the transmitter, e.g., without feedback channel from the receiver to the transmitter. In such a case, the expected PEP, i.e., E γ [PEP], instead of PEP is used for estimating transmission distortion given the probability distribution of channel gain. Proposition 1 gives the formula of expected PEP under a Rayleigh block fading channel.
Proposition 1: Under a Rayleigh block fading channel, the expected PEP is given by
where γ th is defined by (21) . Proposition 1 is proved in Appendix C. We see from (30) that if γ th ≥ γ, E γ [PEP] ≥ 1 − e − γ th γ ≥ 1 − e −1 ≈ 0.63. So, to control the PEP under a reasonable level, the transmitter should set its transmission power so that γ >> γ th before transmitting the packet.
3
) Transmission Distortion as a Function of SNR, Transmission Rate, and Code Rate in a Fading Channel:
In case of adaptive modulation, adaptive transmission power, and adaptive bandwidth (subcarrier) allocation, P 2 (d) is a function of modulation order M, transmission power P t , and passband bandwidth B. In this paper, we study the case that modulation, power, and bandwidth are all given during the CLRC. Under such conditions, transmission bit-rate R t is fixed and SNR γ only depends on the channel gain g and noise power spectral density
. For example, with Nyquist pulse-shaping, R t = B · log 2 (M) and γ = P t ·g N 0 ·B . As a result, both PEP and D t depend only on the tuning parameter R c .
IV. R-D Optimized CLRC and Algorithm Design
In this section, we apply our models derived in Section III to CLRC application. We adopt the discrete version of Lagrange multiplier as used in JM [9] to achieve the R-D optimized parameter pair {Q k , R k c,i }. We also design a practical CLRC algorithm. 7 In non real-time applications, e.g., streaming video, a buffer is used to hold packets when the channel condition is poor. In such cases, packets will be dropped at the transmitter only when the buffer is full or the delay bound is violated, which will decrease the PEP.
A. Optimization of CLRC Problem
To solve (4), we may either use the Lagrangian approach or dynamic programming approach [42] . In terms of complexity, the Lagrangian approach is preferable, since it can be run independently in each coding unit, whereas dynamic programming requires a tree to be grown. Note that the complexity of the dynamic programming approach can grow exponentially with the number of coding units considered, while the Lagrangian approach's complexity only grow linearly [42] . By using the theorem in [29] and [30] , we may use the Lagrangian approach for the ith packet in the kth frame independently as
where is the preset Lagrange multiplier, which can be determined either by bisection search [29] , [43] or by modeling [9] , [44] .
For some special cases, e.g., video conference, the frame size is usually small. In such a case, each frame is fully contained in one packet, and therefore, the bit allocation problem can be simplified. To be more specific, since all bits are allocated into one packet, given γ and R t , every value of R c have a corresponding value of R s ; every value of R s has corresponding values of Q and D Q [by (5) , (11) 
B. Algorithm Design
In this section, we propose a practical algorithm for crosslayer RDO in wireless video communication.
Algorithm 1 is referred to as CLRC. Note that Algorithm 1 considers both multipacket case and single-packet case of each frame for purpose of general applications of our models. In Section V, we only test R-D performance with small resolution sequences, i.e., common intermediate format (CIF) format, for interactive video communication over fading channels where one frame is in one packet which corresponds to step 3b). In the proposed multipacket case, i.e., step 3a), the iterations to acquire the best Lagrange multiplier * use bisection search [29] , [43] , which may cause high complexity. Reference [44] shows a concrete example about how Lagrangian method can be used to replace bisection search and derives an accurate function between Lagrange multiplier and Q for error-free channels. To reduce the complexity, we may also use the modeling method [9] and [44] instead of the bisection search to estimate * . In such a case, R-D optimized {Q, R c } decision is similar to the R-D optimized mode decision in [9] except three differences: 1) the mode decision in [9] is replaced by code rate decision given the Lagrange multiplier; 2) the quantization distortion is replaced by the end-to-end distortion; and 3) the source coding bit-rate is replaced by the transmission bit-rate. Although simple, an inaccurate function (6), (9), (11), and 5, End obtain the best {Q (23) between Lagrange multiplier and Q may cause inaccurate estimation of the best {Q k i , R k c,i }. Therefore, it is still a research problem to derive a similar function, as in [9] and [44] , between Lagrange multiplier and Q for step 3a) in Algorithm 1. We will investigate low complexity Lagrangian method for step 3a) for real-time encoding applications in our future work.
V. Experimental Results
In Section V-A, we verify the accuracy of our proposed models. Then in Section V-B, we compare the R-D performance of rate control algorithm using our models to those using existing models. To show the performance gain of CLRC with channel estimation, we also compare our CLRC algorithm to the rate control algorithms without channel estimation. 
A. Model Accuracy
In this section, we test the accuracy of our bit-rate model in (11), our distortion model in (15) , and our PEP formula in (20) . The JM16.0 [9] encoder is used to collect the true bit-rate, true distortion, and required statistics. Since contextadaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) is more accurate estimation of entropy than context-adaptive variable-length coding, we use CABAC to evaluate our model accuracy in Fig. 4 . Testing conditions in VCEG-AA10 [45] are followed. Sequences with CIF resolution are downloaded from http://trace.eas.asu.edu/yuv/ and sequences with 720p resolution are downloaded from http://media.xiph.org/video/derf/.
For bit-rate model and distortion model, we compare our proposed models to "Rho-domain" models proposed in [2] and Laplacian-based models proposed in [7] . In [7] , the authors basically use (6) and (12), with different forms from this paper, to estimate the bit-rate and quantization distortion. In order to match the model to the true bit-rate encoded by H.264 encoder, the authors included some heuristic parameters to improve their bit-rate model. In our experiment, we use the same values as suggested in [7] . 1) Bit-Rate Model: In order to make different curves distinguishable, Fig. 4 only shows the true residual bit-rate and estimated residual bit-rate for Foreman and Mobile for the first 20 frames. 8 In Fig. 4 , "True bpp" means the true bit per pixel (bpp) produced by the JM16.0 encoder, "without rlc" means bpp estimated by (6), "with rlc" means bpp estimated by (9), "without compensation" means bpp estimated by (10), "with compensation" means bpp estimated by (10) and (11), "Rhodomain" means bpp estimated by [2] , and "Xiang's model" means bpp estimated by [7] . We can see that the estimation accuracy is improved by (9) when true bpp is relatively large. However, when true bpp is small, "without rlc" gives higher estimation accuracy. By utilizing the statistics of the previous frame from (11), the estimation accuracy is further improved. We also find that "Rho-domain" is accurate at low bpp; however, it is not accurate at high bpp. For "Xiang's model," the estimated bpp is smaller than the true bpp in most cases. Note that we also want to compare the bit-rate model used in JM16.0. However, due to the estimation error of its model parameters, the first few frames may abnormally underestimate the quantization step size Q. Therefore, the rate control algorithm in JM16.0 use three parameters, i.e., RCMinQPPSlice, RCMaxQPPSlice, and RCMaxQPChange, to reduce the effect of the estimation error. Their default values are 8, 42, and 4, respectively. However, we believe a good rate control algorithm should depend mainly on the model accuracy rather than those manually chosen thresholds. When those manual constraints are removed, i.e., those three parameters being set as 0, 51, and 51, the estimated QP could even be 0 in the first few frames. That is, the first few frames consume most of the allocated bits, and there are only few bits available for the remaining frames in JM. Therefore, we do not test its model accuracy in this section. Instead, we will plot the R-D performance for it in Section V-B.
2) Quantization Distortion Model: Fig. 5 shows the quantization distortion curve corresponding to each bit-rate curve in Fig. 4 . 9 Note that since [7] directly uses (12) to estimate the quantization distortion, "without rlc" means the quantization distortion estimated by both (12) and "Xiang's model." Similar to Fig. 4 , we can see that the estimation accuracy is improved by (13) when θ 1 is small, i.e., when quantization distortion is relatively small. However, when quantization step size is large, (12) is more accurate than (13) . Note that, the relativity is for the same video sequence. For different video sequences, since the residual variances are different, in order to achieve the same bit-rate, sequences with larger variance, e.g., Mobile, will use larger quantization step size than sequences with lower variance, e.g., Foreman. Different from the bit-rate model, which depends only on θ 1 , the quantization distortion model in (12) and (13) depends on both Q and θ 1 . Therefore, we cannot use the absolute value of quantization distortion between two sequences for comparing estimation accuracy of (12) and (13) . After normalized by the factor Q 2 in (12) and (13), their relative accuracy is valid in most cases. However, in some rare cases, (13) is more accurate than (12) even when Q > 3σ. This can be observed for frame index from 14 to 17 in Foreman sequence. We still need to investigate the reason behind it to further improve our model accuracy. For all cases, the 9 The estimation accuracy, measured by average deviation, of our proposed distortion model comparing to existing models for different video sequences with full length are tabulated in an online table at http://www.mcn.ece.ufl.edu/public/zhifeng/papers/CLRC/table distortion.pdf. estimation accuracy is improved by utilizing the statistics of the previous frame from (15) . Similar to Fig. 4 , "rho-domain" is more accurate at large θ 1 , i.e., low bit-rate or relatively large quantization distortion, than at small θ 1 .
3) PEP Formula: Here we verify the accuracy of the PEP formula in (20) . We use the RCPC codes from [46, Tables  I-VI] . To be more specific, we choose a typical convolutional encoder structure with constraint length 7, i.e., six memory units, G1 = 133 and G2 = 171. The code rates are 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 6/7, and 7/8. For completeness, we put all encoder parameters in Table I . Viterbi algorithm is used to decode the received bits corrupted by noise. Coherent BPSK modulation is used. Each packet contains 2000 information bits. For each SNR and code rate, there are 1000 packets simulated to collect the true PER. Fig. 6 shows the true PER and estimated PEP by the upper bound in (20) . We can see that the estimated PEP curve is only about 1 dB higher than the corresponding true PER curve. 10 
B. Performance Comparison
In this section, we show both objective performance and subjective performance of different rate control algorithms. We investigate the performance gain achieved by the higher accuracy of our models comparing to the existing models. In order to see the gain achieved by channel estimation, we also compare the performance achieved by (20) and (22) . This result may serve as a guideline for system design to balance the performance and cost. 1) Experiment Setup: The JM16.0 encoder and decoder [9] are used in the experiments. Testing conditions in VCEG-AA10 [45] are followed. All the tested video sequences are in CIF resolution at 30 fps. Each video sequence is encoded for its first 100 frames, except Stefan sequence, 11 where the first frame is an I-frame and the following frames are P-frames. Each frame is included in one packet. The error concealment method is to copy the pixel value in the same position of the previous frame. The first frame is assumed to be correctly received with enough channel protection or timely acknowledgement feedback. To verify the model accuracy, 4 × 4 transform is used and CABAC is enabled for entropy coding. For all rate control algorithms, the first frame use a fix QP, i.e., QP = 28.
Each encoded video sequence is tested under different Rayleigh fading channels, i.e., different combinations of transmission bit-rate R t from 500 kb/s to 2 Mb/s and average SNR from 15 dB to 30 dB. For each specific Rayleigh fading channel, we simulate 50 SNR samples for each average SNR to reduce the effect of random SNR sample. For each SNR sample, i.e, a specific PEP, there are 30 loops of simulated channel and decoding process to mitigate the effect of random error. RCPC codes and modulation are the same as those in Section V-A3.
2) PSNR Performance: Table II shows Y-component peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) versus average SNR and transmission bit-rate. "JM" represents the performance achieved by the default rate control algorithm in JM16.0 without channel 11 For Stefan sequence, there is only 90 frames in full.
estimation. "proposed" represents the performance achieved by our models without channel estimation, i.e., using (22) . We also include the rate control algorithm proposed in [32] , where the bit-rate model and distortion model are derived from the assumption of cauchy distribution. For each algorithm, we test several parameter settings of (RCMinQPPSlice, RCMaxQPPSlice, RCMaxQPChange) to verify how stable the resulted performance with those models are under different manually set thresholds. In Table II , we show the experimental results for two QP-limitation settings, i.e., (8, 42, 4) and (8, 42, 51) . The experimental results show that under the same QP-limitation, CLRC achieves remarkable PSNR gain in all sequences over "JM," " [32] ," and "proposed." This is because transmission distortion is the dominant part of the end-toend distortion in "JM," " [32] ," and "proposed" algorithms. However, in the CLRC algorithm, due to the intelligent reference frame selection, the transmission distortion is negligible and quantization distortion becomes the dominant part of the end-to-end distortion. As a result, we also see that when the transmission bit-rate increases the PSNR improves a lot in CLRC but not that much in other algorithms.
We also observe that "JM" and " [32] " show better results under QP-limitation (8, 42, 4) than less QP-limitation (8, 42, 51) . When the QP-limitation is fully removed, i.e., use (0, 51, 51), both "JM" and " [32] " will consume almost all bits in the first few frames, therefore, the performance is even worse. The reason is because the estimation error of those bit-rate models results in large encoded bit-rate. In order to compensate the model inaccuracy, (RCMinQPPSlice, RCMaxQPPSlice, RCMaxQPChange) is (8, 42, 4) in default in JM encoder. On the other hand, when the setting of QP-limitation changes in a wide range, our models, especially with CLRC algorithm, show more stable results. Our "proposed" method performs better than "JM" with less strict QP-limitation, especially when the QP-limitation is fully removed, while sometimes worse than "JM" with strict QP-limitation, e.g., the default QP-limitation in JM. The fact that no constraint of strict QPlimitation gives better performance further proves the higher degree of accuracy of our models.
Note that in [2] , the authors also propose bit-rate model, quantization distortion model, and transmission distortion model for H.263 to solve joint source channel rate control problem. However, in both of their bit-rate model and quantization distortion model, only the model parameter, i.e., "rho," can be estimated from a given bit-rate or quantization distortion. In order to estimated the quantization step size or QP from "rho," those models requires the prior knowledge of residual histogram [47] . This kind of prior knowledge is accessible before determining QP in H.263 since H.263 encoders does not require QP before motion estimation. However, the residual histogram is not available in H.264 encoders before QP is given. In H.264 encoder, R-D cost, i.e., both rate and distortion, instead of only distortion is adopted as the criterion for motion estimation and mode decision. The R-D cost function induces a Lagrange multiplier, which can only be determined after QP is known. Therefore, their bit-rate model encounters a chicken-and-egg problem if one tries to apply it for estimating quantization step size in H.264 encoders. Due to this reason, we do not implement those models in [2] for CLRC in the H.264 encoder [9] . Note that since the model parameters in [2] is attainable after real encoding, we still compare their model accuracy in Section V-A. For the accuracy comparison between our transmission distortion model and the transmission distortion model in [2] , please refer to [26] .
3) Subjective Performance: Since PSNR could be less meaningful for error concealment, a much more important performance criterion is the subjective performance, which directly relates to the degree of user's satisfaction. By utilizing the channel information, i.e., SNR and transmission bit-rate, our CLRC algorithm intelligently chooses the reference frames which are transmitted under the best channel conditions and neglects those references frames which experience poor channel conditions. As a result, the well-known error propagation problem is mitigated even during the encoding process. Fig. 7(a) shows a random channel sample under average SNR = 15 dB and bit-rate = 500 kb/s, Fig. 7(b) shows distortion versus frame index for Foreman cif under this channel, and Fig. 8 shows the corresponding subjective quality of reconstructed frames. "cauchy-constant-PEP" represents the performance achieved by the rate control algorithm in [32] without channel estimation, i.e., using (22) . We see that due to a low channel SNR during the timeslots of the fourth frame, the encoder with CLRC skips encoding the fourth frames to save encoding and transmission energy. Since there are no packets transmitted, the reconstructed picture of the fourth frames at both the encoder and the decoder is the same as the reconstructed third frame. Then, when the channel condition goes well in the fifth frame, encoder with CLRC uses the third frame as reference to reconstruct the fifth fame. Since the channel condition is good in the timeslot of the fifth frame, there are no transmission distortion at the decoder. Therefore, the error propagation is stopped in the following frames. For the encoder without channel estimation, the fourth frame is encoded and transmitted. Due to the low channel SNR during the timeslots of the fourth frame, the packets are received with error at the receiver and therefore, with the frame copy error concealment the resulted PSNR is almost the same as that of encoder with CLRC. However, without channel information, the encoder still uses the fourth frame as one of the references for encoding the fifth frame. Therefore, although the fifth frame is correctly received at the receiver due to good channel condition, the reconstructed error in the fourth frame is propagated into the fifth frame at the decoder, which causes lower subjective quality and lower PSNR, compared to the encoder with CLRC. In Fig. 8 , we also show the results of different algorithms in the 50th frame to give a visual comparison. The 100th frame is not shown here since they are highly distorted due to the error propagation in rate control algorithms without channel estimation. In Fig. 8 , due to the space limit, we only show the subjective quality for encoder with "JM" and "cauchy-constant-PEP" under default QP limitation range. As we may foresee, the subjective quality for encoder with "JM" and "cauchy-constant-PEP" under maximum QP limitation range are worse.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we derived source bit-rate model and quantization distortion model, which are more accurate than the existing models; we also improved the performance bound for channel coding under a RCPC encoder and a Viterbi decoder, and derived its performance bound under a Rayleigh block fading channel. Given the instantaneous channel condition, i.e., SNR and transmission bit-rate, we designed a rate-distortion optimized CLRC algorithm by jointly choosing quantization step size and code rate. Experimental results showed that our proposed R-D models are much more accurate than the existing R-D models. Experimental results also showed that the rate control under our models has more stable R-D performance than the existing rate control algorithms; using the channel estimation, CLRC can further achieve remarkable R-D performance gain over that without channel estimation. Another important result is that the subjective quality of our CLRC algorithm is much better than the existing algorithms due to its intelligent reference frame selection.
Appendix A PROOF OF (6) Proof: For transform coefficients with i.i.d. zeroth-mean Laplacian distribution, the probability density function is
σ , where σ is the standard deviation. For the uniform quantizer with quantization step size Q and quantization offset θ 2 , the probability of zero after quantization is (24) and the probability of level n after quantization is 
Therefore, we have 
Appendix C PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 Proof: In a Rayleigh fading channel, the received signal amplitude has the Rayleigh distribution, and received signal power has the exponential distribution. Therefore, SNR in receiver has the exponential distribution [27] , that is
where γ = P t g N 0 B
, P t is transmission power; g is the mean of channel gain, N 0 2 is noise power spectral density, and B is passband bandwidth.
By using the well-known upper bound as approximation for Q function, i.e., Q(x) ≈ ).
Note that xe −x increases as x increases in the interval 0 < x < 1. Therefore, E γ [PEP] decreases as γ increases.
